
 Minutes of the meeting of Horsforth in Bloom   2
nd

 September   2017 in the Museum 

 

Present:    Dawn Collins,  Peter Mallott , Glenda Williamson , Alan Gray, Ray Ford, Paul Cattley,Penny 

Pinn,  Sandra Wallwork, Simon Smith, Kate van Heel, Joan Relph, Hilary Taylor 

 

Apologies:   David Wallwork,  

Simon Smith from Emmanuel Church was warmly welcomed to the group. 

Minutes of August  meeting   amended and then accepted. 

 

Matters arising: amendment 1 - Marples was to be added to the list of sponsors.   2 In reference to the 

transplanting of grasses to the Old Ball roundabout work   might be put  out for tender and there might be 

other bids.  Most of the sections under AOB were still ongoing.   

 

Presentation  Freda Varley a resident from near the Station presented Horsforth in Bloom with £150 raised by 

the sale of her water colours in gratitude for the work at  the station and pledged her continued support.  She 

was thanked and a photograph was taken to be sent to the press.  

 

Business contacts:   Peter’s work on sponsorships including The Bistro(opposite The Queens Arms) will 

raise over £300.  It was noted that it was over a year since Regent Fisheries  had been invoiced.  Dawn will 

send an invoice for their sponsored bed for the last year. 

 

Horsforth Live at Home  Sally Metcalfe was welcomed.  As Manager of the scheme she had come with a 

suggestion for In Bloom to consider working with Live at Home.  She is looking at  Leeds Community 

Foundation which has funded the Winter Warming for older people which has benefited the scheme in the 

past and now offers grants some of £10,000-Asset Based Community Development.  She is looking for four  

partners in a great Horsforth Support action;  eg Yarnbury  could provide social support visiting for matches, 

reminiscing, and practical help – clearing ice from pensioners footpaths if bad weather stopped play.  

Horsforth in bloom could give one or two afternoons to work with members of the scheme either outside or 

in-bulb planting.  They could also act  as eyes in the community when the working party goes out on a 

Wednesday.  The proposal was considered and agreed.  If Sally gets funding and organizes the timetable,  

Alan would estimate the costs of materials etc needed. Alan agreed to take charge from our end  and Sally 

would submit a copy of the bid to him.  

 

Work to be done  a) St Margaret’s School- Peter has contacted St Margaret’s Head about the work involved.  

Tentative suggestion so far that the beds should be shaped and left dormant until Spring.  Possibility that Aire 

Valley might sponsor once Alan had done the mapping.  Pupils could produce the seedlings.  Peter would 

send the RHS list of plants. b) Peter would invoice Redrow Housing for £162 – cost of  planting round the 

sign. 

 

AOB Dawn to query hanging baskets not watered 

Picture of the presentation to be forwarded to Hilary for the press release. 

Coffee morning – a celebration of Award from 11.00 at the October meeting.  Everyone to get to the museum 

for 9.30 to set up refreshments, notice boards etc. 

  

Next Meeting- October 7
th

   in the museum from 9.30 am.    

 

  

  

   


